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4 conclusions from 
the bible accounts:
1. Christians should accept 
the existence of dinosaurs.
2. Carbon dating and some 
of the other current 
methods to measure time 
are based on false 
information.
3. Dinosaurs were probably 
killed off by a lot of factors, 
but we don’t know for sure
4. Dinosaurs would have 
lived with humans and they 
are probably mentioned in 
the Bible.

This hammer was 
found in the center 
of rocks which are 
supposedly 65 
million years old. 



Making sense of 
what we 
see…(fossils)

• Dinosaur and human tracks have 
been discovered together in the 
same river bedrock of the Paluxy 
River near Glen Rose, Texas!



Anasazi 
Indians

• The picture above (on right) was drawn by North 
American Anasazi Indians that lived in the area of Utah 
between 150 B.C. and 1200 A.D. 
• Another Native American rock pictograph found in a 
Utah’s White Canyon region (left) also seems to depict a 
sauropod dinosaur.



Egypt

• The January 2003 
issue of National 
Geographic magazine 
presents an artifact 
described as a 
“cosmetic palette . . . 
from a cemetery of the 
first dynasties in 
Manshaat Ezzat.”
• Immediately to the 
right is the Two Dog 
Palette from the same 
period. 



Ceremonial Burial 
Stones from the 
Nasca culture (100 
BC to 800AD).

• In the middle are pictured Ica Ceremonial Burial Stones from the 
Nasca culture (100 BC to 800AD). 

• This pottery is currently displayed in the museum of Lima (lower 
left).

• Beautiful tapestries (lower right) have also been found in the tombs 
of the area (dated from 200 – 700 AD) with a repeating pattern that 
looks like dinosaurs (pictures courtesy of Dennis Swift).



the Ishtar Gate
• In 600 BC, under the reign of King 
Nebuchadnezzar, a Babylonian artist was 
commissioned to shape reliefs of animals on the 
structures associated with the Ishtar Gate. 



Nile Mosaic of 
Palestrina

• This is a beautiful mosaic that 
was one of the wonders of the 
second century world. The Nile 
Mosaic of Palestrina. Housed in 
Palestrina, which is just south of 
Rome, this masterpiece depicts 
Nile scenes from Egypt all the way 
up into Ethiopia. 



Dogon tribesman
An African tribe from the Mali region produced a 
dinosaurian object in the mid-1800s. 
The bronze artifact to the left shows a Dogon 
tribesman riding a long-necked, long-tailed reptilian 
creature. 



Cambodia



Are Dinosaurs Mentioned in Ancient Literature?



• CULTURE NAME FOR DRAGON
• China Loong
• Japan Ryu
• Philippines Bakunawa
• Siberia Yilbega
• French dragon,dragun,dargon
• Turkey Ejderha
• Greece Drakon
• Portugal Coca
• Romaina Balamr
• Slavic Zmeg, Drak, Smok
• Hungary Sarkany
• Britain/England Wyvern, Dragon
• Sardinia Scultone
• Wales Y ddraig goch
• Korea Yong, Imoggi
• Vietnam Rong, Long
• India Neak
• Persia Azhdaha
• Germany Lindworm
• Tartar Zilant



St. George 
slaying the 
dragon

• to the left is a artist’s 
depiction of St. George 
slaying the dragon. 
• What would have 
inspired an artist from 
Bruges, Belgium in the 
year 1440 to display the 
dragon in this painting? It 
doesn’t resemble any 
common reptiles that he 
would have known, like a 
lizard or crocodile. 



Saint Margaret of 
Antioch
• Another popular Medieval dragon 
legend involves Saint Margaret of 
Antioch. Stories of this young Christian 
martyr vary. 
• Notice the dinosaurian features (right) 
in this illustration by a Belgian artist for a 
Book of Hours that is currently in New 
York’s Morgan Museum.



“Cats, Lions, 
and a Dragon” 

• The famous Italian artist 
Leonardo Da Vinci was gifted in 
working various mediums. 
• A pen and ink picture entitled 
“Cats, Lions, and a Dragon” was 
drawn by him circa 1517–1518. It is 
now part of the Royal Collection 
housed at Buckingham Palace. 



What Lessons Can We 
Learn From the 
Dinosaur?

Romans 5:12 “Wherefore, as by 
one man sin entered into the 
world, and death by sin; and so 
death passed upon all men, for 
that all have sinned”

(2 Peter 3:13). “Nevertheless 
we, according to His promise, 
look for new heavens and a new 
Earth, wherein dwelleth 
righteousness”. 
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